
Invoice to: Deliver to:

Name Name

Street Street

Town: Post code: Town Post code: 

E-Mail: E-Mail:

Tel: Tel: Fax:

Order date Marked for:

Purchase order:

Fax number: +44 (0)845 605 66 89 Email: orders@sunmed.co.uk Maximum user weight limit 125kg

Standard padded or depth adjustable seat

Tension adjustable backrest upholstery

Height adjustable backrest: 41cm - 46cm (43cm Std)

Flip back removable depth & height adjustable arms

Seat height adjustable from 42.5cm to 50.5cm

6", 7" or 8" castors

12", 22" or 24" rear wheels 

Crash tested and passed without tie down brackets Angle and reversible footplates

Seat belt

CLIENT MEASUREMENT

†
Seat depth 48.5cm and 51cm only possible with single post height adjustable armrest

* Indicates seat size is 

available with JAY cushion. 

Choose below
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Seat Width

38cm 40.5cm 48cm 52cm43cm
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STANDARD FEATURESBase Price

*

*

*

*

£919

*

Quantity

51cm
† 

46cm  
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* Maximum user weight 125Kg

SEAT UPHOLSTERY £

RUB020001  Standard padded nylon (Std default option)

RUB020003  Nylon depth adjustable 39

Cushions 

RUB020004  Cushion 5cm 31

JAY020002  JAY Basic (* available in selected sizes as above) 63

JAY020003  JAY Soft Combi P (* available in selected sizes as above) 89

JAY020001  JAY Easy Visco (* available in selected sizes as above) 152

NEW 5" Castor Now Available 

8" Castor / 24" rear wheel

7" Castor / 24" rear wheel

6" Castor / 24" rear wheel

8" Castor / 22" rear wheel

7" Castor / 22" rear wheel

6" Castor / 22" rear wheel

Castor & Wheel size

6" Castor / 12" rear wheel

8" Castor / 12" rear wheel

7" Castor / 12" rear wheel

5" Castor / 24" rear wheel
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£

BACKREST UPHOLSTERY 

RUB030003  Tension adjustable back (7 strap) (not with J3 backs)

JAY Shape (Tall Back 46 - 51cm only)

JAY080001  JAY Shape Back (SW 36-50cm, from BH 46cm, from RSH 51cm) 222

JAY080010  JAY Shape Lateral supports 15x15 (Pair) (Anti-tips recommended; not with seat depth 51cm or rear wheel extension. Only with single post armrest) 222

BACKREST

RUB030017 l Fixed push handles

RUB030019  Half folding back (not with drum brake)

RUB030218  Half folding back, tall (50cm) (BH 48cm adj from, 46-51; only with 125kg)

RUB030017  Fixed back - non folding (Std default option)

RUB030018  Integrated height adjustable push handles (not with half folding back or extension back) 102

RUB030020  Reclining back (Anti-tips recommended; not with seat depth 51cm or rear wheel extension. Only with single post armrest) 575

RUB030021  Angle adjustable back with integrated height adjustable push handles (anti-tips are recommended!) 185

RUB030023  Auto folding stabiliser bar (HeliX style) (not with folding back, headrest; recommended with recliner) 119

HEADREST

RUB030025  Standard headrest (includes swing-away stabiliser bar) 257

RUB030133  Extension back (domed headrest) (not with 38 or 52cm SW) (not with int. height adjustable push handles and SW 38-52) 133

ARMREST

RUB040002  Flip back std. short & long armpad position (sliding) (not with recliner; not with SD 48.5cm or 51cm)

RUB040003  Flip Back, height adjustable (T-Post) short & long armpad position (sliding) (not with recliner; not with SD 48.5cm or 51cm) 84

RUB040052  Single post sideguard, armpad (330mm), tool height-, depth-adjustable, removable 120

RUB040004  Single post, height adjustable with short & long armpad position (sliding) (compulsory with recliner) 94

RUB040005  Hemi arm pad RelaX 2 style 1 unit (left & right usable) (n/a with tray; only with height adj. armrest) 84

RUB040006  Hemi arm pad RelaX 2 style 2 units (left & right usable) (n/a with tray; only with height adj. armrest) 55

RUB040007  Hemi arm pad large RelaX 2 style 1 unit (left & right usable) (n/a with tray; only with height adj. armrest) 107

RUB040008  Hemi arm pad large RelaX 2 style 2 units (left & right usable) (n/a with tray; only with height adj. armrest) 55

RUB040107  Sideguard, composite, removable, 210 mm high (310 mm long), black 107

LEGREST & FOOTPLATES

RUB050107 l 70° hanger

RUB050108  80° hanger (not in combination with 7" and 8" castors)

RUB050001  Angle adjustable footplate

RUB050022  Footboard, divided, aluminium, angle-adjustable, flip-up (sideways), heel loop, black 107

FMGMD06-1292-02  Divided footplate for short lower leg length 184

RUB050003  Elevating Legrest - PAIR (curved calf pad) 279

RUB050004  Elevating Legrest - LH only 140

RUB050005  Elevating Legrest - RH only 140

RUB050006  Comfort calf pad (pair)

RUB050008  Amputee Support - PAIR (Depth, Angle, Height adjustable / Swing-away) 266

RUB050009  Amputee Support - LH only (Depth, Angle, Height adjustable / Swing-away) 133

RUB050010  Amputee Support - RH only (Depth, Angle, Height adjustable / Swing-away) 133

RUB050300  Footboard mounting high mount 154
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£

CASTOR

RUB080101  8" x 1 1/4" solid

RUB080102  8" x 50 solid

RUB080103  8" x 1 1/4 pneumatic

RUB080104  7" solid

RUB080105  6" soft solid

RUB080006  6" solid

RUB080057  5" soft solid

REAR WHEELS

RUB070001  24" x 1" solid (spoked wheels)

RUB070002  24" x 1" pneumatic (spoked wheels) (not with drum brake)

RUB070083  24"X 1", pneumatic Right Run, 24 spokes, straight, 125kg max user 297

RUB070003  22" x 1 3/8" solid (spoked wheels) (also for drum brake)

RUB070004  Handrim cover 101

RUB070005  12" solid (fixed axle) (not with drum brake or unilateral wheel lock)

RUB070006  Rear wheel extension 2,5 cm (behind back tube) (3) (n/a with angle adj. or reclining back; 22/24" only)

RUB070007  One arm drive (fixed axle) - LH (pneumatic tyres only) 462

RUB070008  One arm drive (fixed axle) - RH (pneumatic tyres only) 462

WHEEL LOCKS

RUB060001  Push to lock

RUB060002  Lever extension (pair) 64

RUB060003  Drum brake (24"/22" only spoked wheel solid, not with folding back) 361

RUB060005  Unilateral wheel lock - RH 140

RUB060004  Unilateral wheel lock - LH 140

ACCESSORIES

Crutch holder (5)

RUB090102  LH Mounted 53

RUB090103  RH Mounted 53

Spoke guards (transparent) (not with one arm drive)

RUB090004  22" Rear Wheel 134

RUB090105  24" Rear Wheel 134

Swing-away tray (1,2)

RUB090111  LH Mounted (n/a with hemi armrests; all seat widths) 223

RUB090112  RH Mounted (n/a with hemi armrests; all seat widths) 223

RUB090110  Slide-on tray (2) (n/a with hemi armrests; n/a with 52cm seat width) 133

Anti-tips (4,5)

RUB090113  Pair (pair, recommended with recliner) 57

RUB090114  Left (not compatible with step tubes) 29

RUB090115  Right (not compatible with step tubes) 29

Anti-tips with Step tube (HeliX style) (4,5)

RUB090179  Pair (pair; recommended with recliner) 80

RUB090177  Left (not compatible with step tubes) 40

RUB090178  Right (not compatible with step tubes) 40

Step tube

RUB090117  Left (not compatible with anti-tips) 31

RUB090118  Right (not compatible with anti-tips) 31

RUB090020  Hemi frame  -  (Front castor outrigged for stability or foot propelling) 77

RUB090109  Tool kit

RUB090019 l Positioning belt (Push button style)

COLOURS

RUB090023  Brilliant Silver

RUB090024  Matt Blue

RUB090025  Brilliant Red

NON COMPATIBILITIES

(1) Only with height adjustable armrests. (2) NA with hemi armrests (3) NA with 48.5 or 51cm seat depth and anti-tips 

(4) Not possible with rear wheel extension and 48.5 or 51cm seat depth (5) Crutch holder with anti-tips not available on seat depth 51cm

Breezy RubiX² - Base Price

Option price

Total price  £

Note: Sunrise Medical strongly recommends the use of a step tube on all transit wheeled models, the XL model and also where attendant push is the predominant intended use.

£919

£
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